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Abstract:We study the extended supersymmetric quantummechanics, with supercharges
transforming in the fundamental representation of U(N |M), as realized in certain one-
dimensional nonlinear sigma models with Ka¨hler manifolds as target space. We discuss the
symmetry algebra characterizing these models and, using operatorial methods, compute
the heat kernel in the limit of short propagation time. These models are relevant for
studying the quantum properties of a certain class of higher spin field equations in first
quantization.
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1. Introduction
O(N) spinning particles [1, 2, 3] have been useful to describe higher spin fields in first
quantization [4, 5]. Similarly, U(N) spinning particles [6, 7] have been instrumental to
discover a new class of higher spin field equations which possess a novel type of gauge
invariance [8]. To investigate the quantum properties of these equations in their worldline
formulation, it is important to study the related quantum mechanics. It is the purpose of
this paper to discuss these quantum mechanics, which in the most general case take the
form of nonlinear sigma models.
First we shall discuss linear sigma models, i.e. models with flat complex space Cd as
target space. These sigma models exhibit a U(N) extended supersymmetry on the world-
line. They define “spinning particle” models once the extended supersymmetry is made
local. It is useful, and almost effortless, to extend these models by adding extra bosonic
coordinates. This extension produces U(N |M) sigma models, by which we mean sigma
models with a worldline extended supersymmetry characterized by supercharges trans-
forming in the fundamental representation of U(N |M) (i.e. U(N |M) is the R-symmetry
group of the supersymmetry algebra). This extension may be useful for constructing wider
classes of spinning particles, as happened in the case of the OSp(N |2M) extension [9] of the
standard O(N) supersymmetric quantum mechanics, used for example in [10, 11, 12, 13]
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to describe higher spin fields. We present these quantum mechanical models and their
symmetry algebra in section 2.
In section 3 we consider sigma models with generic Ka¨hler manifolds as target spaces.
The symmetry algebra gets modified by the geometry, so that it will not be always possi-
ble to gauge the extended supersymmetry to obtain spinning particles and corresponding
higher spin equations. This signals the difficulties of coupling higher spin fields to generic
backgrounds, not to mention the even more difficult problem of constructing nonlinear field
equations. However, on special backgrounds one can find a deformed U(N |M) susy algebra
that becomes first class, so that it can be gauged to produce consistent spinning particles.
An example is the case of Ka¨hler manifolds with constant holomorphic sectional curvature.
No restrictions apply to the special cases of U(1|0) and U(2|0), whose susy algebra can be
gauged to produce nontrivial field equations on any Ka¨hler space, in analogy with standard
N = 1 and N = 2 susy quantum mechanics on arbitrary riemannian manifolds (i.e. O(1)
and O(2) quantum mechanics in the language used above).
Nevertheless, before gauging, the U(N |M) quantum mechanics here constructed are
perfectly consistent on any Ka¨hler manifold, and even posses conserved supercharges when
the Riemann tensor obeys a locally symmetric space condition (again in close analogy with
the riemannian case [9]). Thus, in section 4 we work with an arbitrary Ka¨hler manifold
and compute the quantum mechanical transition amplitude in euclidean time (i.e. the heat
kernel) in the limit of short propagation time and using operatorial methods. This last
result is going to be particularly useful for obtaining an unambiguous construction of the
corresponding path integral, which is needed when considering worldline applications. This
is indeed one of our future aims, namely using worldline descriptions of higher spin fields
to obtain useful and computable representations of their one-loop effective actions, as done
in [14] for the O(2) spinning particle. In that case a worldline representation allowed to
compute in a single stroke the first few heat kernel coefficients and prove various duality
relations for massless and massive p-forms in arbitrary dimensions. Finally, we present
our conclusions and outlook in section 5, and confine to the appendices details of our
calculations.
2. Linear U(N |M) sigma model
We introduce here the U(N |M) extended supersymmetric quantum mechanics. In the
most simple case it describes the motion of a particle in Cd, the flat complex space of
d complex dimensions with coordinates (xµ, x¯µ¯), µ = 1, ..., d. The flat metric in these
complex coordinates is simply δµν¯ , and we use it to raise and lower indices. In addition,
the particle carries extra degrees of freedom described by worldline Dirac fermions (ψµa ,
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ψ¯aµ) and complex bosons (z
µ
α, z¯αµ ), where a = 1, ..., N and α = 1, ...,M are indices in the
U(N) and U(M) subgroups of U(N |M), respectively. These extra degrees of freedom can
be interpreted as worldline superpartners of the coordinates (xµ, x¯µ¯). Of course, when
the superpartners have bosonic character one finds a kind of “bosonic” supersymmetry,
that generalizes usual concepts. With these degrees of freedom at hand the phase space
lagrangian defining our model has the standard form L ∼ pq˙ −H, namely
L = pµx˙µ + p¯µ¯ ˙¯xµ¯ + iψ¯aµψ˙µa + iz¯αµ z˙µα − pµp¯µ . (2.1)
This model enjoys a U(N |M) extended supersymmetry, which we are going to describe
directly in the quantum case.
The fundamental (anti)-commutators are easily read off from (2.1)
[xµ, pν ] = i~δ
µ
ν , [x¯
µ¯, p¯ν¯ ] = i~δ
µ¯
ν¯
{ψµa , ψ¯bν} = ~δbaδµν , [zµα, z¯βν ] = ~δβαδµν .
(2.2)
The U(N |M) charges are readily constructed from the worldline operators
Jab =
1
2
[ψ¯aµ, ψ
µ
b ]− c~δab = ψ¯aµψµb −m~δab U(N) subgroup,
Jαβ =
1
2
{z¯αµ , zµβ}+ c~δab = z¯αµzµβ +m~δαβ U(M) subgroup,
Jαb = z¯
α
µψ
µ
b , J
a
β = ψ¯
a
µz
µ
β U(N |M) fermionic generators,
(2.3)
where m = c+ d2 . They obey the U(N |M) algebra
[Jab , J
c
d ] = ~ (δ
c
bJ
a
d − δadJcb )
[Jαβ , J
γ
δ ] = ~ (δ
γ
βJ
α
δ − δαδ Jγβ )
[Jab , J
α
c ] = −~ δacJαb , [Jab , Jcα] = ~ δcbJaα
[Jαβ , J
γ
a ] = ~ δ
γ
βJ
α
a , [J
α
β , J
a
γ ] = −~ δαγ Jaβ
{Jαa , Jbβ} = ~ (δbaJαβ + δαβJba) .
(2.4)
In the definition of these charges we have used a “graded symmetric” ordering prescription
modified by an arbitrary central charge c that specifies possible different orderings allowed
by the symmetry algebra. The possibility of inserting the central charge is related to the
algebraic fact that U(N |M) = U(1) × SU(N |M). All these charges commute with the
hamiltonian H = pµp¯
µ and are conserved.
Other conserved quantities are the supersymmetric charges involving the space mo-
menta: there are 2N fermionic supercharges Qa = ψ
µ
a pµ, Q¯
a = ψ¯aµ p¯
µ, and 2M bosonic
charges Qα = z
µ
α pµ, Q¯
α = z¯αµ p¯
µ. All these operators form the U(N |M) extended super-
algebra that, together with the U(N |M) internal algebra (2.4), is given by the following
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relations
[Jab , Qc] = −~ δac Qb , [Jab , Q¯c] = ~ δcb Q¯a
[Jαβ , Qγ ] = −~ δαγ Qβ , [Jαβ , Q¯γ ] = ~ δγβ Q¯α
[Jαa , Qβ ] = −~ δαβ Qa , [Jbα, Q¯β] = ~ δβα Q¯b
{Jaα, Qb} = ~ δab Qα , {Jαb , Q¯c} = ~ δcb Q¯α
{Qa, Q¯b} = ~ δbaH , [Qα, Q¯β] = ~ δβαH .
(2.5)
(Anti)-commutators needed to close the algebra and not explicitly reported vanish.
All these relations can be written in a more covariant way. In order to show up the full
supergroup structure, let us introduce the superindex A = (a, α) and the U(N |M) metrics
δAB =
(
δab 0
0 δαβ
)
, ǫAB =
(
−δab 0
0 δαβ
)
. (2.6)
The internal fermions and bosons are grouped into the fundamental and anti-fundamental
representations of the supergroup, ZµA = (ψ
µ
a , z
µ
α), Z¯Aµ = (ψ¯
a
µ, z¯
α
µ ). The fundamental
(anti)-commutation relations can be written as [ZµA, Z¯
B
ν } = ~ δBA δµν , or equivalently as
[Z¯Bν , Z
µ
A, } = −~ ǫBA δµν . Here the graded commutator is used: [A,B} is defined as anti-
commutator for A and B both fermionic, and as a commutator otherwise. Then we collect
all the U(N |M) generators in
JAB =
(
Jab J
a
β
Jαb J
α
β
)
= Z¯Aµ Z
µ
B +m~ ǫ
A
B . (2.7)
With these notations at hand the entire superalgebra (2.4) is packaged into the single
relation
[JAB , J
C
D} = ~ (δCB JAD ± δAD JCB ) , (2.8)
where the plus sign refers to the case with JAB and J
C
D both fermionic, and the minus sign
to the other possibilities.
By means of this supergroup notation, the supercharges are written as QA = (Qa, Qα)
and Q¯A = (Q¯a, Q¯α), and the above superalgebra is summarized by
[JAB , QC} = ±~ δAC QB , [JAB , Q¯C} = ~ δCB Q¯A
[QA, Q¯
B} = ~ δBA H ,
(2.9)
where ± stands for plus for JAB and QC both fermionic, and minus otherwise.
All these quantum mechanical operators have simple geometrical meanings in terms of
differential operators living on Cd. Let us give a brief description. Generic wave functions of
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the Hilbert space can be represented by functions of the coordinates (x, x¯, ψ, z). Expanding
them in ψµ and zµ shows how they contain all possible tensors with N + M blocks of
holomorphic indices. Each of the first N blocks of indices is totally antisymmetric, while
each of the last M blocks of indices is totally symmetric. In formulae
φ(x, x¯, ψ, z) ∼
d∑
Ai=0
∞∑
Bi=0
φ[µ11.. µ1A1 ],..., [µ
N
1 .. µ
N
AN
],(ν11 .. ν
1
B1
),..., (νM1 .. ν
M
BM
)(x, x¯)
×
(
ψ
µ11
1 .. ψ
µ1A1
1
)
. . .
(
ψ
µN1
N .. ψ
µNAN
N
)(
z
ν11
1 .. z
ν1B1
1
)
. . .
(
z
νM1
M .. z
µMBM
M
)
.
(2.10)
The quantum mechanical operators take the form of differential operators acting on these
tensors. The hamiltonian is proportional the standard laplacianH ∼ ∂µ∂¯µ = δµν¯ ∂µ∂¯ν¯ . The
supercharge Qa acts as the Dolbeault operator ∂ restricted to the antisymmetric indices
of block “a”, and Q¯a as its adjoint ∂†. Similarly the “bosonic” supercharge Qα is realized
as a symmetrized gradient acting on the symmetric indices of block “α”, and Q¯α is its
adjoint, taking the form of a divergence. The action of the U(N |M) operators, i.e. the
JAB charges, is also amusing: they perform certain (anti)-symmetrizations on the tensors
indices, and we leave it to the interested reader to work them out explicitly. The algebra of
these differential/algebraic operators, as encoded in the susy algebra, is only valid in flat
space. In the next section we will see how this algebra extends to generic Ka¨hler manifolds.
3. Nonlinear U(N |M) sigma model
We now extend the previous construction to nonlinear sigma models with generic
Ka¨hler manifolds as target spaces. On Ka¨hler manifolds, in holomorphic coordinates, the
only non vanishing components of the metric are gµν¯ = gν¯µ, and similarly Γ
µ
νλ and Γ
µ¯
ν¯λ¯
are
the only non vanishing components of the connection. We use the following conventions
for curvatures
Rµνσ¯λ = ∂σ¯Γ
µ
νλ , R
µ
ν = −gσ¯λRµνσ¯λ , R = Rµµ , (3.1)
and denote by g = det(gµν¯) the determinant of the metric, as standard in Ka¨hler geometry.
The classical phase space lagrangian with a minimally covariantized hamiltonian be-
comes
L = pµx˙µ + p¯µ¯ ˙¯xµ¯ + iZ¯Aµ Z˙µA − gµν¯(pµ − iΓλµσZ¯Aλ ZσA)p¯ν¯ (3.2)
though, for future applications, it will be useful to consider more general hamiltonians.
The corresponding configuration space lagrangian is the typical one for nonlinear sigma
models
L = gµν¯ x˙µ ˙¯xν¯ + iZ¯Aµ
DZµA
dt
(3.3)
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where the covariant time derivative is given by
DZµA
dt = Z˙
µ
A + x˙
ν Γµνσ ZσA.
In the quantum case, it will be crucial to resolve ordering ambiguities by demanding
target space covariance. Before discussing the quantum operators, let us make a few com-
ments. We treat the Z¯Aµ fields as momenta, as such they have a natural lower holomorphic
curved index. In this situation there is no real advantage in introducing a vielbein, so we
will avoid introducing one. Also, the holonomy group of a Ka¨hler manifold of complex
dimensions d is U(d), and it will be convenient to define the U(d) generators
Mνµ =
1
2
[ψ¯aµ, ψ
ν
a ] +
1
2
{z¯αµ , zνα} − k~δνµ (3.4)
where k is a central charge parametrizing different orderings allowed by the U(d) = U(1)×
SU(d) symmetry. These generators can be written as well as
Mνµ = Z¯
A
µ Z
ν
A − s~δνµ (3.5)
with s = k + N−M2 . They satisfy the correct U(d) algebra
[Mµν ,M
ρ
σ ] = ~ δ
µ
σ M
ρ
ν − ~ δρν Mµσ . (3.6)
We are now ready to discuss the covariantization of the quantum operators belonging
to the U(N |M) extended supersymmetry algebra. As we shall see, not all of the charges
generate symmetries on generic Ka¨hler manifolds: some of them do not commute with the
hamiltonian and thus are not conserved.
It is easiest to start with the generators of U(N |M). They are left unchanged as the
metric does not enter their definition: JAB = Z¯
A
µ Z
µ
B+m~ǫ
A
B. They satisfy the same U(N |M)
symmetry algebra given in eq. (2.8).
Now we consider the Q supercharges. To covariantize them we introduce covariant
momenta
π¯µ¯ = g
1/2 p¯µ¯ g
−1/2 , πµ = g1/2
(
pµ − iΓλµσMσλ
)
g−1/2 , (3.7)
and write down covariantized supercharges as
QA = Z
µ
A πµ , Q¯
A = Z¯Aµ g
µν¯ π¯ν¯ . (3.8)
Similarly, the covariant hamiltonian operator is given by
H0 = g
µ¯ν π¯µ¯πν = g
1/2 gµ¯ν p¯µ¯
(
pν − iΓλνσMσλ
)
g−1/2 . (3.9)
At this stage it is worthwhile to spend some words on the hermiticity properties of our
operators: since the Z¯Aµ fields are defined as independent variables with lower holomorphic
indices, but hermitian conjugation of vector indices naturally sends holomorphic into anti-
holomorphic indices, and vice versa, the natural definition of the adjoint of ZµA is (Z
µ
A)
† =
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Z¯Aν g
νµ¯. In this way, hermitian conjugation of the momentum is nontrivial: if [pµ, Z
ν
A] = 0,
it must hold that [(pµ)
†, (ZνA)
†] = [(pµ)†, Z¯Aλ g
λν¯ ] = 0 as well. Requiring this property we
find (
pµ
)†
= p¯µ¯ − iΓλ¯µ¯σ¯Mλσ gσσ¯gλλ¯ . (3.10)
Now, if we define the supercharges in the natural way written above, namely QA = Z
µ
A πµ
and Q¯A = Z¯Aµ g
µν¯ π¯ν¯ , then it results that (QA)
† = Q¯A and H†0 = H0. Note that the
power of the metric determinant entering the various operators is necessary for verifying
the hermiticity properties.
Let us now consider their algebra. The first line of (2.9) simply states that QA and
Q¯A belong to the fundamental and anti-fundamental representation of U(N |M), and one
can check that these relations remain unchanged even in curved space,
[JAB , QC} = ±~ δAC QB , [JAB , Q¯C} = ~ δCB Q¯A . (3.11)
On the other hand the last relation becomes
[QA, Q¯
B} = ~ δBA H0 + ~ZµAZ¯Bν Rν λµ σMσλ . (3.12)
The minimal covariant hamiltonian H0, emerging from this commutator as the term mul-
tiplying δBA and already given in (3.9), does not conserve the supercharges except than in
flat space; in fact the commutator between H0 and Q does not vanish and reads
[QA,H0] = ~Z
µ
AR
ν λ
µ σM
σ
λ πν + ~
2 ZµAR
ν
µ πν
[Q¯A,H0] ≡ −[QA,H0]† .
(3.13)
H0 is a central operator only in flat space. Finally, it is simple to verify that
[QA, QB} = [Q¯A, Q¯B} = 0 . (3.14)
Relations (3.11), (3.12), (3.13) and (3.14), together with (2.8), describe the deformation of
the U(N |M) supersymmetry algebra realized by our quantum nonlinear sigma model on a
Ka¨hler manifold. Supersymmetry is broken as the supercharges are not conserved. Only
on flat spaces the hamiltonian H0 becomes central and the supercharges get conserved.
Given this state of affairs, one may try to redefine the hamiltonian in an attempt to
make it central on more general backgrounds, thus recovering conserved supercharges. For
this purpose, we add to H0 several non minimal couplings
H = H0 + c1R
ν λ
µ σM
µ
ν M
σ
λ + c2 ~R
µ
ν M
ν
µ + c3 ~
2R . (3.15)
With these generic couplings (3.13) becomes
[QA,H] = ~ (1 + 2c1)Z
µ
AR
ν λ
µ σM
σ
λ πν + ~
2 (1 + c1 + c2)Z
µ
AR
ν
µ πν
− i~c1ZρA∇ρRν λµ σMµν Mσλ − i~2c2 ZσA∇σRµν Mνµ − i~3c3 ZµA∇µR .
(3.16)
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We see that for the choice c1 = −12 , c2 = −12 and generic c3, the terms in the first line
proportional to the covariant momentum πν vanish and, choosing c3 = 0 for simplicity, we
identify a canonical hamiltonian H(c) so that eq. (3.16) reduces to
[QA,H(c)] =
i~
2
ZρA∇ρRν λµ σMµν Mσλ +
i~2
2
ZσA∇σRµν Mνµ , (3.17)
showing that H(c) is central on locally symmetric spaces. Of course, also the graded
commutator (3.12) changes and becomes
[QA, Q¯
B} = ~ δBA H(c) + ~Rν λµ σ
(
ZµAZ¯
B
ν +
1
2
δBA M
µ
ν
)
Mσλ +
1
2
~
2 δBA R
µ
ν M
ν
µ . (3.18)
Thus one concludes that with the redefinition of the hamiltonian given above the super-
charges are conserved on locally symmetric Ka¨hler manifolds.
One of the most interesting applications of the nonlinear sigma models discussed so
far is to use them to construct spinning particles and related higher spin equations. This is
achieved by gauging the extended susy algebra identified by the charges (H,QA, Q¯
A, JBA ),
possibly with a suitable redefinition of the hamiltonian. Unfortunately, we see that on
generic Ka¨hler manifolds the U(N |M) extended susy algebra is not first class, as additional
independent operators appear on the right hand sides, as evident for example in eqs. (3.17)
and (3.18). However, there are special cases, namely the U(1|0) and U(2|0) quantum
mechanics, which generate first class superalgebras with a central hamiltonian on any
Ka¨hler background. In fact, for the U(1|0) ≡ U(1) model the algebra reduces to
{Q, Q¯} = ~H , [Q,H] = 0 (3.19)
where the hamiltonian is now defined by
H = H0 − ~
2
Rµν M
ν
µ +
~
2
4
R = Hsym0 +
~
2
4
R , (3.20)
with Hsym0 =
1
2g
µν¯(πµπ¯ν¯ + π¯ν¯πµ). For the U(2|0) ≡ U(2) model the choice of the hamil-
tonian is the canonical one, i.e. the one in (3.15) with c1 = c2 = −12 and c3 = 0, and the
superalgebra closes as
{Qa, Q¯b} = δbaH , [Qa,H] = 0 . (3.21)
For the general U(N |M) extended susy algebras one cannot achieve such generality.
Nevertheless, one may look for special backgrounds that make (3.17) and (3.18) first class.
A nontrivial class of Ka¨hler manifolds where the first class property can be achieved is
that of manifolds with constant holomorphic sectional curvature. On these manifolds, the
Riemann and Ricci tensors take the form
Rµν¯σλ¯ = −
R
d(d+ 1)
(gµν¯gσλ¯ + gσν¯gµλ¯) , Rµν¯ =
R
d
gµν¯ (3.22)
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where R is the constant scalar curvature. Substituting these relations into the algebra,
one notices that the metric tensor gets contracted with the Z and Z¯ operators, producing
additional charges JBA on the right hand side, so that with a suitable redefinition of the
hamiltonian one obtains a first class algebra for generic m, s, c1 and c2, while c3 gets
fixed to a unique value. There is no loss of generality in choosing c1 and c2 equal to their
canonical values, c1 = c2 = −12 , when using the algebra as a first class constraint algebra.
In this case
c3 = − m
2d(d+ 1)
(
(N −M)2 + (N −M)(4d − 3m− 2s + 1) + 2(m− d)
)
+
s
2
(
1 +
2(d −m)
d
− s
d+ 1
) (3.23)
and the algebra can be casted in the following form
[QA, Q¯
B} = ~δBA H −
~R
d(d + 1)
{
(−)(A+B)CJCA JBC + (−)ABJBA J + (−)AB~k1JBA
+ δBA
(1
2
JCDǫ
D
EJ
E
C +
1
2
J2 + ~k2J
)}
,
[QA,H] = 0
(3.24)
where
k1 = d− s(d+ 1) +m(N −M − 2)
k2 = d− s(d+ 1)−
(
m+
1
2
)
(N −M) + 1
2
.
(3.25)
We denoted J ≡ JAA and used the notation (−)A with A = 0 for a bosonic index and
A = 1 for a fermionic one. Gauging this first class algebra produces “U(N |M) spinning
particles” on Ka¨hler manifolds with constant holomorphic curvature, in a way analogous
to the coupling of standard “O(N) spinning particles” to (A)dS spaces constructed in [3].
One may recall that Ka¨hler spaces with constant holomorphic sectional curvature are a
subclass of spaces with vanishing Bochner tensor. The latter is a sort of complex analogue
of the riemannian Weyl tensor, introduced in [15] and defined by
Bµν¯σλ¯ = Rµν¯σλ¯ +
1
d+ 2
(gµν¯Rσλ¯ + gσλ¯Rµν¯ + gσν¯Rµλ¯ + gµλ¯Rσν¯)
− R
(d+ 1)(d + 2)
(gµν¯gσλ¯ + gσν¯gµλ¯) .
(3.26)
It satisfies the nice property of being traceless, gµν¯Bµν¯σλ¯ = 0. It seems likely that on spaces
with vanishing Bochner tensor one may obtain a first class algebra, indeed it is relatively
easy to verify it at the classical level, but we do not wish to pursue the detailed quantum
analysis here.
– 9 –
4. Transition amplitude
Up to now we have discussed nonlinear sigma models with U(N |M) extended su-
persymmetry, broken at times by the target space geometry, and used them to analyze
algebraic properties of differential operators defined on Ka¨hler manifolds. The aim of this
section is the explicit computation of the transition amplitude in euclidean time, that is
〈x η¯|e−β~H |y ξ〉, in the limit of short propagation time and using operatorial methods. Such
a calculation was presented for standard nonlinear sigma models with one, two or no su-
persymmetries in [16], see also [17], with the main purpuse of identifying a benchmark to
which compare path integral evaluations of the same heat kernel. As we wish to be able
to master path integrals for U(N |M) sigma models, and eventually use them to address
quantum properties of higher spin equations on Ka¨hler manifolds, we compute here the
heat kernel using the operatorial formulation of quantum mechanics. To achieve sufficient
generality and allow diverse applications, we compute the heat kernel for the general hamil-
tonian (3.15) containing three arbitrary couplings (c1, c2, c3) to the background curvature
plus a fourth one, the charge s, hidden in the U(1) part of the connection, see eq. (3.5).
Before starting the actual computation, we shall review our set up. We work on a
2d real dimensional Ka¨hler manifold as target space. Holomorphic and anti-holomorphic
vector indices will be often grouped into a riemannian index i = (µ, µ¯) for sake of brevity.
The metric in holomorphic coordinates factorizes as follows
gij =
(
0 gµν¯
gµ¯ν 0
)
. (4.1)
For determinants we use the conventions g = det(gµν¯) and G = |det(gij)| = |g|2. The
dynamical variables of the U(N |M) supersymmetric quantum mechanics consist of the
following operators: target space coordinates (xµ, x¯µ¯) = xi, conjugate momenta pi, and
graded vectors ZµA and Z¯
A
ν . Their fundamental (anti)-commutation relations are given in
(2.2). For computational advantages we recast the full quantum hamiltonian (3.15) in a
way that directly shows the dependence on the Z operators
H = H0 +∆H with
H0 = g
µ¯ν g1/2 p¯µ¯
(
pν − iΓλνσMσλ
)
g−1/2
∆H = a1R
ν σ
µ ρ Z¯ν · Zµ Z¯σ · Zρ + a2 ~Rµν Z¯µ · Zν + a3 ~2R ,
(4.2)
where the a couplings are related to the c couplings by
a1 = c1 , a2 = c2 + 2sc1 , a3 = c3 − sc2 − s2c1 . (4.3)
– 10 –
Finally, it useful to recall that the final answer for the heat kernel will contain the exponent
of the classical action, suitably Wick-rotated to euclidean time τ (t→ −iτ), which in phase
space takes the form
S =
∫ 0
−β
dτ
[
− ipµx˙µ − ip¯µ¯ ˙¯xµ¯ + Z¯Aµ Z˙µA +Hcl
]
(4.4)
whereHcl is the classical hamiltonian, a function, modified by suitable quantum corrections
depending on ~.
Now we are ready for the explicit computation of the transition amplitude, through
order β (up to the leading free particle propagator), between position eigenstates and
coherent states for the internal degrees of freedom, i.e.
〈x η¯|e−β~H |y ξ〉 , (4.5)
where ZµA|ξ〉 = ξµA|ξ〉 and 〈η¯|Z¯Aµ = 〈η¯|η¯Aµ . Of course, |x〉 and |y〉 denote eigenvectors of
the position operator xi as usual, |y ξ〉 ≡ |y〉 ⊗ |ξ〉, and so on. For convenience in the
normalization of the coherent states, from now on we rescale the Z fields by a factor of√
~, so that [ZµA, Z¯
B
ν } = δνµ δBA . We are going to insert in (4.5) a complete set of momentum
eigenstates, and as an intermediate stage we need to compute
〈x η¯|e−β~H |p ξ〉 , (4.6)
pushing all p’s and Z’s to the right, all x’s and Z¯’s to the left, taking into account all (anti)-
commutators and then substituting these operators with the corresponding eigenvalues. Let
us focus on the evaluation of (4.6); clearly we have
〈x η¯|e−β~H |p ξ〉 =
∞∑
k=0
(−)k
k!
(
β
~
)k
〈x η¯|Hk|p ξ〉 . (4.7)
It is well known that, in the case of a nonlinear sigma model, it is not sufficient to expand
the exponent to first order, i.e. e−βH/~ ∼ 1− β
~
H, to obtain the correct transition amplitude
to order β, see [16, 17]. Contributions for all k must be retained in the sum (4.7), but taking
into account at most two [x, p] commutators. Let us see this in more detail. In a factor
of Hk, pushing all p’s to the right by repeated use of the [x, p] commutator, one obtains,
remembering that each H can give at most two p eigenvalues,
〈x η¯|Hk|p ξ〉 =
2k∑
l=0
Bkl (x, η¯, ξ) p
l 〈x η¯|p ξ〉 , (4.8)
where pl stands for a homogeneous polynomial in p of degree l. For the position eigenstates
we use the normalization: 〈x|x′〉 = g−1/2(x)δ2d(x − x′), while the standard normalization
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is employed for p-eigenstates. In this way the completeness relations read
1 =
∫
d2dp |p〉〈p| , 1 =
∫
d2dx g |x〉〈x| , (4.9)
while the plane waves are given by: 〈x|p〉 = (2π~)−dg−1/2(x)eip·x, with p · x ≡ pixi =
pµx
µ + p¯µ¯x¯
µ¯. Finally, coherent states are normalized as 〈η¯|ξ〉 = eη¯·ξ. Having set our
normalizations, we expand the transition amplitude as follows
〈x η¯|e−β~H |y ξ〉 = (2π~)−d g−1/2(y)
∫
d2dp e−
i
~
p·y 〈x, η¯|e−βH/~|p ξ〉
= (2π~)−2d [g(x)g(y)]−1/2
∫
d2dp e
i
~
p·(x−y) eη¯µ·ξ
µ
∞∑
k=0
(
−β
~
)k 1
k!
2k∑
l=0
Bkl (x, η¯, ξ) p
l .
(4.10)
Now, to make the β dependence explicit, we rescale momenta as pi =
√
~/βqi and obtain
〈x η¯|e−β~H |y ξ〉 = (4π2~β)−d[g(x)g(y)]−1/2eη¯µ·ξµ
∫
d2dq eiq·(x−y)/
√
β~
×
∞∑
k=0
(−)k
k!
2k∑
l=0
(
β
~
)k−l/2
Bkl (x, η¯, ξ) q
l .
(4.11)
After momentum integration, in configuration space the leading term in (x− y) will be of
the form exp[−(x − y)2/2β~], showing that effectively (x − y) ∼ O(β1/2). Then, looking
at (4.11), we see that q ∼ O(β0) and so in the sum over l only Bk2k, Bk2k−1 and Bk2k−2 will
contribute, for all k, to the order β amplitude, as anticipated1.
The Bkl coefficients are explicitly derived in appendix A, and inserting (A.3) and (A.4)
into (4.11), one can see that the sum in k can be immediately performed, producing the
gaussian exponential exp[−q2/2]. The transition amplitude (4.11) then becomes
〈x η¯|e−β~H |y ξ〉 = (4π2~β)−d[g(x)g(y)]−1/2eη¯µ·ξµ
∫
d2dq e−q
2/2−iq·∆/√β~
{
1 +
√
β~
[ i
2
gjqj
− i
4
gklj qj qk ql + ig
µ¯ν Γλνσ (η¯λ · ξσ)′q¯µ¯
]
+ β~
[
− 1
32
lnGi lnG
i − 1
8
lnGii −
1
8
gi lnGi
−
(1
4
∂jgl +
1
8
gjgl +
1
8
gkgjlk +
1
8
gjlkk
)
qj ql +
( 1
12
gmnkl +
1
8
gklmgn +
1
12
giklgmni
+
1
24
gkli g
mni
)
qk ql qm qn −
( 1
32
gkljgpqm
)
qj qk ql qm qp qq − 1
2
gij∂j
(
gµν¯ Γλµσ
)
(η¯λ · ξσ)′qi q¯ν¯
− 1
2
gµ¯ν Γρνσ (η¯ρ · ξσ)′
(
∂µ¯g
λσ¯ qλ q¯σ¯ + g
jqj q¯µ¯ − 1
2
gklj qj qk ql q¯µ¯ + g
λσ¯∂µ¯gλσ¯
)
− a1R ν σµ ρ η¯ν · ξµη¯σ · ξρ − (a2 − a1 + 1)Rµν η¯µ · ξν −
(
a3 − s
)
R
− 1
2
gµ¯νΓµντg
λσ¯Γρλσ q¯µ¯ q¯σ¯
[
(η¯µ · ξτ )′(η¯ρ · ξσ)′ + δτρ η¯µ · ξσ
]]}
,
(4.12)
1Note that in Bkl at most 2k − l [x, p] commutators are taken into account.
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where ∆i = yi − xi and (η¯λ · ξσ)′ = (η¯λ · ξσ − s δσλ). In order to lighten the formulae we
have used the following compact notation
∂i...∂mg
jk = gjki...m , g
ijgklj = g
kli , gijj = g
i
gjk∂kg
lm
m = ∂
jgl , ∂i lnG = lnGi , g
ij∂i∂j lnG = lnG
i
i .
Now we can complete squares in the exponent of (4.12), shift integration variables and
perform the gaussian integral over momenta. The transition amplitude, up to order β, is
then given by
〈x η¯|e−β~H |y ξ〉 = (2π~β)−d [g(x)/g(y)]1/2 e− 12β~gij∆i∆j eη¯µ·ξµ{1 + ∆i g−1/2 ∂i g1/2
− 1
4β~
∂kgij ∆
i∆j∆k +
1
2
∆i∆j g−1/2 ∂i∂jg1/2 − 1
4β~
∆ig−1/2∂ig1/2∂kgmn∆k∆m∆n
+
1
2
[ 1
4β~
∂kgij ∆
i∆j∆k
]2
− 1
12β~
[
∂k∂lgij − 1
2
gmn Γ
m
ij Γ
n
kl
]
∆i∆j∆k∆l +
1
6
Rµν¯ ∆
µ∆¯ν¯
+∆ν Γλνσ (η¯λ · ξσ)′ +
[
∆νΓλνσ (η¯λ · ξσ)′
][
∆ig−1/2∂ig1/2
]
+
1
2
[
∆νΓλνσ (η¯λ · ξσ)′
]2
− 1
4β~
∂jgkl∆
j∆k∆l
(
∆νΓµνσ (η¯µ · ξσ)′
)
+
1
2
∆i∆µ∂iΓ
λ
µσ (η¯λ · ξσ)′
+
1
2
∆ν∆λ ΓµνσΓ
σ
λρ η¯µ · ξρ − a1 β~R ν σµ ρ η¯ν · ξµ η¯σ · ξρ +
(
a1 − a2 − 1
2
)
β~Rµν η¯µ · ξν
+
(1
6
+
s
2
− a3
)
β~R+O(β3/2)
}
.
(4.13)
All functions in (4.13), if not specified otherwise, are evaluated at point x. Keeping in
mind that the transition amplitude is a bi-scalar, and that in a semiclassical expansion
the classical action evaluated on-shell should appear in the exponent, we factorize and
exponentiate, up to order β, four terms
〈x η¯|e−β~H |y ξ〉 = (2π~β)−d g(y)−1/2
[
g1/2 +∆i∂ig
1/2 +
1
2
∆i∆j∂i∂jg
1/2
]
exp
{
− 1
β~
[1
2
gij ∆
i∆j +
1
4
∂igjk∆
i∆j∆k +
1
12
(
∂k∂lgmn − 1
2
gij Γ
i
kl Γ
j
mn
)
∆k∆l∆m∆n
]}
exp
{
η¯µ · ξµ +∆ν Γλνσ (η¯λ · ξσ)′ +
1
2
∆i∆µ∂iΓ
λ
µσ (η¯λ · ξσ)′ +
1
2
∆ν∆λ ΓµνσΓ
σ
λρ η¯µ · ξρ
− a1 β~R ν σµ ρ η¯ν · ξµ η¯σ · ξρ − a2 β~Rµν η¯µ · ξν − a3 β~R
}
[
1 +
1
6
Rµν¯ ∆
µ∆¯ν¯ +
(
a1 − 1
2
)
β~Rµν η¯µ · ξν +
(1
6
+
s
2
)
β~R
]
.
(4.14)
The first term contains the Taylor expansion around x of g(y)1/2, that cancel the g(y)−1/2
factor. The second and third terms should be the expansions of the exponential of the
classical action, and the fourth is evidently covariant. The detailed study of the expansion of
– 13 –
the on-shell action is demanded to appendix B. Comparing the result (B.11) for the classical
on-shell action S˜os with the expansion (4.14), we see that, as expected, the transition
amplitude can finally be cast in an explicitly covariant form
〈x η¯|e−β~H |y ξ〉 = (2π~β)−d e−S˜os/~
[
1 +
1
6
Rµν¯ ∆
µ∆¯ν¯ +
(
a1 − 1
2
)
β~Rµν η¯µ · ξν
+
(1
6
+
s
2
)
β~R+O(β2)
] (4.15)
where the coordinate displacements ∆µ are considered of order
√
β.
5. Conclusions and outlook
In this paper we have introduced and studied the quantum properties of a class of quan-
tum mechanical models with U(N |M) extended supersymmetry on the worldline. These
models take the form of nonlinear sigma models with Ka¨hler manifolds as target spaces,
and can be interpreted as describing the motion of a particle with extra degrees of freedom,
carried by graded complex vectors ZµA, on Ka¨hler spaces. When the Ka¨hler space is flat,
the model has conserved charges satisfying precisely a U(N |M) extended supersymmetry
algebra on the worldline. On curved Ka¨hler spaces, the charges get modified by the geom-
etry as does the corresponding quantum algebra, which generically fails to be first class,
though a symmetry under the supergroup U(N |M) is always present. Conserved super-
charges can be defined on locally symmetric Ka¨hler manifolds, i.e. Ka¨hler manifolds with
covariantly constant curvature tensors, while a truly first class algebra can be obtained on
Ka¨hler manifolds with constant holomorphic sectional curvature. The latter case is partic-
ularly interesting, as one can gauge the symmetry charges to obtain higher spin equations
with peculiar gauge symmetries, as studied in flat space for the U(N |0) models in [8].
In the second part of the paper we have computed the heat kernel for our quantum
mechanical models in a perturbative expansion. The computation was performed with
operatorial methods on arbitrary Ka¨hler manifolds and with a general hamiltonian con-
taining four arbitrary couplings. The calculation turned out to be somewhat tedious for a
rather simple final result. One possible application of this result is to use it as a benchmark
for path integral calculations, which are often simpler and more flexible, but need to be
defined precisely, with predetermined regularization schemes and corresponding countert-
erms. Indeed the operatorial calculation of ref. [16] was useful to identify the correct time
slicing regularization of path integrals in curved spaces [18]. Correctness of the alternative
but equivalent mode [19] and dimensional [20, 14] regularizations has then been checked
against time slicing, and the full consistency of these three schemes have been instrumental
in putting the method of path integration on curved manifolds on solid foundations [17].
– 14 –
In future works we plan to construct regularized path integrals for the U(N |M) quantum
mechanics, use them to study effective actions induced by higher spin fields and compute
higher order heat kernel coefficients.
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A. Computation of the Bkl coefficients
In order to compute the B coefficients defined in eq. (4.8) we follow the strategy
explained in [16], and divide the hamiltonian (4.2) in three pieces, contributing at most
two, one or no p eigenvalues, respectively2
H = HB +H1 +H2 where
HB = g
µ¯ν g1/2 p¯µ¯ pν g
−1/2 =
1
2
G−1/4 piG1/2 gij pj G−1/4 ,
H1 = −i~ gµ¯ν Γλνσ
(
Z¯λ · Zσ − s δσλ
)
g1/2 p¯µ¯ g
−1/2 ,
H2 = a1~
2R ν σµ ρ Z¯ν · ZµZ¯σ · Zρ + (a2 + 1)~2 Rνµ Z¯ν · Zµ + (a3 − s) ~2R .
(A.1)
First of all, notice that HB is precisely the usual bosonic quantum hamiltonian, carefully
studied in the literature [16, 17]. Let us start with Bk2k: the only way to have 2k p
eigenvalues is k factors of HB and no commutators taken into account, giving simply
Bk2k p
2k =
(
p2
2
)k
, (A.2)
where we use the notation p2 = gijpipj = 2g
µν¯pµp¯ν¯ . For B
k
2k−1 we can have two terms.
The first term comes from k factors of HB with one p acting as a derivative; this gives the
corresponding Bk2k−1 coefficient, that we call A
k
2k−1, of the purely bosonic model, whose
computation is explained in detail in [16, 17]. The other term comes from k − 1 factors of
HB and one H1, by substituting all operators with the corresponding eigenvalues. Putting
things together we obtain
Bk2k−1 p
2k−1 = Ak2k−1 p
2k−1 − i~k
(
p2
2
)k−1
Γλνσ
(
η¯λ · ξσ
)′
gµ¯ν p¯µ¯
= − i~k
2
(
p2
2
)k−1
gj pj − i~
(
k
2
) (
p2
2
)k−2
1
2
gklj pj pk pl
− i~k
(
p2
2
)k−1
Γλνσ
(
η¯λ · ξσ
)′
gµ¯ν p¯µ¯ ,
(A.3)
2Remember that we are using rescaled Z’s.
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where we denoted (η¯λ ·ξσ)′ = (η¯λ ·ξσ−s δσλ), gj = ∂igij and gijk = gkl ∂lgij . For Bk2k−2 four
types of term contribute: i) k factors of HB, giving the corresponding coefficient A
k
2k−2, ii)
k− 1 factors of HB and one H1, with one p acting as a derivative. This contribution gives
four terms: the derivative acting from one HB to H1, from H1 to one HB , within H1 or
within the k− 1 HB’s. iii) k− 1 factors of HB and one H2, substituting all operators with
their eigenvalues, and iv) k−2 factors of HB and two H1, substituting all with eigenvalues.
Remember that in iii) and iv) [Z, Z¯} (anti)-commutators have to be taken into account in
order to obtain eigenvalues on the coherent states. Altogether it results in
Bk2k−2 p
2k−2 = Ak2k−2 p
2k−2 − ~2
(
k
2
)(
p2
2
)k−2
gij∂j
(
gµ¯νΓλνσ
)(
η¯λ · ξσ
)′
pi p¯µ¯
− ~2
(
k
2
)(
p2
2
)k−2
gµ¯νΓλνσ
(
η¯λ · ξσ
)′
∂µ¯g
ρσ¯ pρ p¯σ¯ +
1
2
~
2k
(
p2
2
)k−1
gµ¯νΓλνσ
(
η¯λ · ξσ
)′
gρσ¯∂µ¯gρσ¯
− i~k Ak−12k−3 p2k−3 gµ¯νΓλνσ
(
η¯λ · ξσ
)′
p¯µ¯ + ~
2k
(
p2
2
)k−1 (
a1R
ν σ
µ ρ η¯ν · ξµη¯σ · ξρ
+ (a2 − a1 + 1)Rµν η¯µ · ξν +
(
a3 − s
)
R
)
− ~2
(
k
2
)(
p2
2
)k−2
gµ¯νΓτνσ g
λσ¯Γρλµ p¯µ¯ p¯σ¯
×
[(
η¯τ · ξσ
)′(
η¯ρ · ξµ
)′
+ δσρ η¯τ · ξµ
]
.
(A.4)
In the formulae above the bosonic coefficients are given by
Ak−12k−3 = −
i~
2
(k − 1)
(
p2
2
)k−2
gjpj − i~
(
k − 1
2
)(
p2
2
)k−3
1
2
gklj pj pk pl ,
Ak2k−2 = ~
2k
(
p2
2
)k−1 [ 1
32
lnGi lnG
i +
1
8
lnGii +
1
8
gj lnGj
]
− ~2
(
k
2
)(
p2
2
)k−2
×
[1
2
∂jgl +
1
4
gjgl +
1
4
gkgjlk +
1
4
gjlkk
]
pj pl − ~2
(
k
3
)(
p2
2
)k−3 [1
2
gmnkl +
3
4
gklmgn
+
1
2
giklgmni +
1
4
gkli g
mni
]
pk pl pm pn − ~2
(
k
4
)(
p2
2
)k−4 [3
4
gkljgpqm
]
pj pk pl pm pp pq
(A.5)
and we recall that the following compact notation was employed
∂i...∂mg
jk = gjki...m , g
ijgklj = g
kli , gijj = g
i
gjk∂kg
lm
m = ∂
jgl , ∂i lnG = lnGi , g
ij∂i∂j lnG = lnG
i
i .
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B. The on-shell action
The euclidean action generated by the hamiltonian (4.2) is given by3
S =
∫ 0
−β
dτ
[
gµν¯ x˙
µ ˙¯xν¯ + ~ Z¯µ · DZ
µ
Dτ
− s~Γµx˙µ + ~2∆H
]
, (B.1)
where Γµ ≡ Γννµ is the U(1) piece of the Ka¨hler connection and s plays the role of an
additional U(1) coupling. The additional piece
∆H = a1R
ν σ
µ ρ Z¯ν · ZµZ¯σ · Zρ + a2Rµν Z¯µ · Zν + a3R (B.2)
contains the generalized couplings to curvatures, and the covariant time derivative on Z
fields reads
DZµA
Dτ
= Z˙µA + x˙
ν Γµνσ Z
σ
A ,
DZ¯Aσ
Dτ
= ˙¯ZAσ − x˙ν Γµνσ ZAµ . (B.3)
From the action (B.1) the following equations of motion arise
x¨i + Γijk x˙
jx˙k − ~Ri µj ν x˙j
(
Z¯µ · Zν − s δνµ
)
− ~2 gik∂k∆H = 0
Z˙µA + Γ
µ
νσ x˙
ν ZσA + 2a1~R
µ σ
ν λ Z
ν
AZ¯σ · Zλ + a2~Rµν ZνA = 0
˙¯ZAν − Γµνσ x˙σ ZAµ − 2a1~R µ σν λ Z¯Aµ Z¯σ · Zλ − a2~Rµν ZAµ = 0 .
(B.4)
Now, we have to expand the action (B.1) up to order β, with the fields obeying (B.4), with
boundary conditions: xi(−β) = yi, xi(0) = xi, ZµA(−β) = ξµA and Z¯Aµ (0) = η¯Aµ . Expanding
fields in a Taylor series around τ = 0, we will see that, for small β, we have
dnxi
dτn
∼ d
nZµA
dτn
∼ β−n/2 .
Expanding also the on-shell lagrangian, we can write
Sos =
∞∑
n=0
1
(n+ 1)!
(−)n d
nLos
dτn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
βn+1 , (B.5)
and one notices that, for all pieces of the lagrangian but the U(1) one, it is sufficient to
keep the order zero: Sos = β Los(0). For the U(1) piece, it is necessary the next order:
β Los(0) − 12β2L˙os(0). Let us begin with the x’s: we expand in Taylor series and obtain
xi(τ) =
∞∑
n=0
τn
n!
dnxi
dτn
(0) , (B.6)
setting τ = −β and using the boundary conditions we have
yi = xi − β x˙i(0) + β
2
2
x¨i(0)− β
3
6
...
x i(0) + ... (B.7)
3Remember that we are using rescaled Z’s.
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and similarly for the first derivative
x˙i(0) = −∆
i
β
+
β
2
x¨i(0)− β
2
6
d
dτ
x¨i(0) + ... . (B.8)
Now one uses the equations of motion (B.4) and solves by iteration. To order β1/2 we
obtain
x˙i(0) = −∆
i
β
− 1
2β
Γijk∆
j∆k− 1
6β
(
∂lΓ
i
jk+Γ
i
js Γ
s
kl
)
∆j∆k∆l−∆
j
2
~Ri µj ν (η¯µ ·ξν)′ . (B.9)
Adopting the same procedure for Z and Z˙ we have
ZµA(0) = ξ
µ
A + Γ
µ
νλ∆
νξλA ,
Z˙µA(0) =
ZµA(0) − ξµA
β
− 1
2β
∂jΓ
µ
νλ∆
j∆νξλA +
1
2β
Γµνλ Γ
ν
σρ∆
σ∆ρξλA +
1
2β
Γµνλ Γ
ν
σρ∆
σ∆λξρA .
(B.10)
Now we can substitute the above expansions in β Los(0) and in −β
2
2 L˙
U(1)
os (0). Remembering
that in fermionic actions one needs also a boundary term, it is convenient to use the
modified action S˜ = S − ~Z¯µ(0) · Zµ(0), and using (B.1) for S we finally arrive at the
following expansion
S˜os =
1
2β
gij ∆
i∆j +
1
4β
∂igjk∆
i∆j∆k +
1
12β
(
∂k∂lgmn − 1
2
gij Γ
i
kl Γ
j
mn
)
∆k∆l∆m∆n
− ~ η¯µ · ξµ − ~∆ν Γλνσ (η¯λ · ξσ)′ − ~
1
2
∆i∆µ∂iΓ
λ
µσ (η¯λ · ξσ)′ − ~
1
2
∆ν∆λ ΓµνσΓ
σ
λρ η¯µ · ξρ
+ a1 β~
2R ν σµ ρ η¯ν · ξµ η¯σ · ξρ + a2 β~2Rµν η¯µ · ξν + a3 β~2R+ ...
(B.11)
which appears in the final result (4.15).
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